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Abstract

Since the publication of his first novel in 1931,
Nathanael West has presented significant problems for
critics in their attempts to arrive at conclusions about his
work and to classify him among twentieth century nove lists.
Various critical approaches have helped t o clarify some of
t he ambiguities in West's four nove ls, but the
bibliographic, source, and psychological st udies have often
often neglected specifics of the texts in favor of fin<ling
West a niche in relation to his twentieth century
contemporaries.
Most criticism of West ' s fiction discusses dreams t o
some extent.

His fictions are considered dreamworld s , and

each novel's ordering dream is emphasized in most critical
works.

However, t here has not been any concentrat ed effort

to focus on West's complicated use of dream.

This paper is

an attempt to do just that: to distinguish t he various
dreams in the novels and to analyze the importance of each
distinctive use of the word "dream."
considered in three categories:

The notion of dream is

dre am as fiction, dream as

illusion, and dre am as hope.
The dream as fiction refers to We st's creation of
"peculiar half-worlds, " a phrase which he used to describe
The � of the Locust specifically, but which can be applied
to t he other three novels as well.

The half-worlds of the

novels are most closely associated with noctu r nal dr eams:

the characters are not well-rounded and are often described
as actors, automatons, or masked fig ures; violence dominates
the action of the novel s; and the overall settings are
shadowy and sym bolic.

By eliminating the "normal'' aspects

of waking life, West was able to focus completely on man's
place in the modern wasteland that forms the settin g of the
novel.
The dream as illusion considers the nove l s '
presentations o f man grasping at empty and meaningless
ordering dreams offered by the media.

Man is in this

position becau s e his once powerful dreams have been reduced
to childish illusions by the same media.

Thi s chapter also

points out the consequences of the dream as i l lusion--the
bitterness and anger of me n when they fin d that what appear
to be realizable dreams are actual l y extensive lies.
Since West's half-worlds, in concentratin g on the
modern wasteland, do not include normal characters or
situations, there are not many instances of the dream as
hope in the novel s .

The few examples of dream s which may

g ive life to -the wasteland are connected to art.

The

wastelan ds of the novel s are characterized by a lack of
communication or inability to create dreams of hope,

but

West suggests that artists who can communicate the ugly
reality of the modern world may be able to give man
fulfil l ing dreams �s hope.
Althou gh an analysis of the notion of dream in West's
fiction does not provide a comple te reading of his nove l s,

the distinctions should be noted and considered in any
critical approach.
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Chapter One
In attempt ing to arrive at conclusion s about Nathanael
West ' s fiction, most critici sm emphasizes t he d ifficulty in
categorizing his novels in relation to his twentieth century
contemporarie s.

The struggle t o find a niche for We st i s

attributed to the fact that he produced only four novels
before hi s de ath in 1940 and t o the "mixed vi sion, mixed
attitude s, mixed mode s" in thes e novel s (Reid 5).

Thi s

"confusion" ha s led to a variety of critical approache s to
the novel s, which are often forced "to carry unnecessary
burden s" a s a re sult (Malin 3) .
For example, critic s have attempted to bring West' s
personal life into play in trying to place him in one of the
twentieth-century school s. This method is not only largely
irrelevent in dealing with an artist's work, but in West's
case it has not been helpful because his life was filled
with ambiguities. James F. Light offer s a study of some of
the inconsistencies in West's short life in his critical
biography Nathanael We st: An Interpretive Study.

The

paradoxe s of West' s personal life distort his complex
novels.
Other critic s have compiled source studies in orde r to
gain

a

better understanding of West' s fiction. However, thi s

proces s is tricky because We st fancied himself a s a parodist
to some

degree.

other men's

Therefore,

books''

while there may be "echoes of

in West's work

(contrary

to what

Dashiell
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Hammett once said) , often these echoes are being twisted and
"parodied'' rather than being r espectfully u sed to layer a
theme in the book s (Reid 44) .

The literary allusion s in

the se novels are not neces sarily key s t o a more complete
under standin g of We st's fiction .
Still others have attempted to apply Freudian
p sychology to West' s fiction a s a mean s of explaining the
characters' motivation s and arrivin g at a final
understandin g of the novels (Comerchero 84).
offered

a

However, We st

different view of the connection between

p sycholo gy and literature:
"Psy chology ha s nothing to do with reality
nor should it be u sed a s motivation. The
noveli st i s no longer a p sychologi st.
P sychology can become something much more
important. The great body of ca se hi storie s
can be used in the way the ancient writer s
used their my th s.

Freud i s y our Bullfinch;

you can not learn from him. ''

(qtd. in Malin

4)
After a variety of critical approaches, We st' s fiction
is difficult to categorize becau se of the few available
example s and becau se the novel s are so rich in content yet
offer no solution s to the difficult wasteland question s that
he po se s.

The se questions deal with man' s tragic condition

of living without hope or meaning in a dead land.

Wherea s
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these previously mentioned readings often fail to illuminate
the novels' central themes, an analysis of dream in West's
fiction might be the key to these complex works.
In each of his novels West uses the notion of the dream
in its broadest sense to present the theme of man wandering
in a modern wasteland.

In addition, he structures the

novels in the form of dreams which occur during sleep.

All

comprehensive critical works and most articles devoted to
West's fiction discu�s his uses of dream to some extent.
For example, the chapter titles in Lights' book refer to the
particular orde ring "dream" of each novel. However, no
critic has concentrated on West's complicated use of dreams
as both the structurin g devices and the workin g metaphors in
his fiction.

The concept of the dream in the novels can be

analyzed through three cate gorie s: dream as fiction, dream
as hope, and dream a s illusion.

Chapter Two

In this discussion of dreams in the works of West, the
first consideration will be the dream as fiction: a study of
the "peculiar half-worlds" he creates in his fiction.

The

quoted term i s West's own, which he used to describe the
fictional reality of The lli!..Y. of the Locust:
" If I put into The lli!..Y. .2f. the Locust any of
the sincere, honest people who work here and
are making such a great, pro gressive fight,
t hose chapter s couldn't be written
satirically and the whole fabric of the
peculiar half-world which I attempted
to create would be badly torn by them •

•

•

"

(Gehman ix)
As Malin and others have concluded, this idea of
"peculiar half-worlds '' can be applied to each of West's four
fictional realities. The Dream Life of Balso Snell is
half-world, but the dreamer and his dream

obviously

a

suggest

waking reality apart from this nocturnal fantasy.

a

In the other novels waking reality has been split in half,
and the reader i s left with nightmarish, half-realized
worlds most closely associated with dreams.

Specifically,

this idea of dream a s fiction can be illustrated by focusing
on characters and their actions.
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In her review of Mi ss Lonelyheart s, Jo sephine Herbst
notes the vague de scription s of the character s:

•

•

•

The character s too are tho se of the dream,

face s out of line,

some di stortion.

Mis s

Lonelyhearts him self, in hi s dilemma,

seeking

a way out, i s without di stinct features.
(qtd. in Light 109)
Although Mi s s Lonelyheart s is de scribed early in the
novel,

• • •

he still looked like the son of a Bapti st

minister.

A beard would become him, would

accen t hi s Old-Testament look. But even
without a beard, no one could fail to
reco gnize the New En gland puritan.
forehead wa s high and narrow.
long and fleshles s.

a

(We st 69)

caricat ure of a type rather than

distinct drawing of an individual.
found

Hi s no se wa s

Hi s bony chin wa s shaped

and cleft like a hoof.

the portrait is

Hi s

a

This cartoon style i s

with mo s t of the charac ter s de scribed in each of the

novels.

Most often characters' faces are des cribed a s

ma sk s. In John Ra skolnikov Gil son's story from Balso Snell,
"the idiot" ha s a head which is completely a ma sk :
H� did not have a skull oti the top of his
neck,

only

a

fnce;

his

head

was

was

nll

face
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--a

face without

mask.

a

side, back, or top, like a

(West 18)

In The Day of the Locu st, Harry Greener is not only a former
vaudeville clown, but Tod Hackett notice s that he wears a
mask off the st age as well:
He also noticed that Harry, like many a ctors,
had very little back or top to his head. It
wa s almost almost all face, like a mask, with
deep furrows between the eyes, acro s s the
forehead an� on either side of the nose and
mouth, plowed there by year s of broad
grinning and heavy frowning. Because of them,
he could never expre ss anything either subtly
or exa ctly. They wouldn't permit degrees of
feeling, only the furthest degree.

(West

336)
It is signi ficant that although the initial description o f
his

mask-like head i s the s ame as that of the idiot, the

description of Harry Greener's face shows the nightmarish,
extreme existence of most of the novels' characters.

Peter

Doy le, the cripple who accidently kills Miss Lonelyhearts,
also has

a

face which reflects his miserable existence:
The cripple had a very strange face.

His

eyes failed to balance; his mouth was not
under his nose; his forehead was s quare and
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bony; and his round chin was like a forehead
in min iature. He looked like one of t hose
composite photographs used by screen
magazines in guessing contests.

(West 124)

Such extremes in appearance are also related to t he
overall depiction of the characters in West's fiction.

They

are not presented "in the round" as Alan Ross points out in
his introduction t o The Complete Works of Nathanael West .
Ross goes on to state that West's characters are not
·"creat ed for their own distinctiveness ; nor yet are t hey
exactly 't ypes' or vehicles for ideas in t he Aldous Huxley
manner" (xvi) .
It is as difficult to arrive at a final definition of
West's characters as it is to categorize his fiction; t o
state t he matter simply, t here i s no attempt to give t hem
any more dimension than t hat of charact ers or actors.

They

are what t hey are because of t he nature of these
half-worlds, where nothing is seen "in the.round."

Shrike,

t he sardonic feature editor in Miss Lonelyhearts, is, as his
name suggest s, a predator who verbally impales his victims
when t hey suggest an escape (in the form of a dream) from
suffering and misery.

This jaded newsaperman has

a "triangular face" and is featured in t he "Miss
Lonelyhearts and t he dead pan" chapter.

Of course "t he dead

pan" carries significance as it refers to t he god of
fertility as being dead in the wasteland (Jackson 49) .

In
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addition, in t his chapter Shrike practices the "dead pan" of
silent -film comedians:
Although his gestures were elaborate, his
face was blank. He practiced a trick used by
moving-picture comedians--the dead pan.

No

matter how fantastic or excited his speech,
he never changed his expression.

Under the

shining white globe of his brow, his features
huddled together in a dead, gray triangle.
(West 72)
The metaphor of characters as actors is especially
evident in the The � .Q.f the Locust.

In the dreamscape of

Hollywood, Harry and Faye Greener, Earle Shoop, and Claude
Estee are the best examples of characters who never leave
the stage.

Harry, as mentioned previously, continuously

clowns because he cannot escape the role, while Faye is
never seen as anything more than a displaced screen beauty
trying to be absorbed into the movies, the only reality she
knows.

Earle resembles a "mechanical drawing, " with his

"two-dimensional face that a talented child might have drawn
wit h a compass and a ruler."

He plays the "strong, silent

cowboy " who interjects only " Lo, t har, 11 "Lo, Honey, " or
other anticipated lines.

Claude, although he is not an

actor, is a screen writer who act s nevertheless.

He greets

Tod Hackett in front of his house, which is an ''exact
reproduction of t he old Dupuy mansion near Biloxi,
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Mississippi. "

Claude takes his pl ace in this dream scene by

impersonating a Civil War colonel with a large belly,
although

" • • •

he has no belly at all. "

Like Shrike, these

dream-characters are not dist ortions, but are as fully
realized as they can be in these half-worlds.
Tod, like Miss Lonelyhearts, seems to be more developed
than the peripheral characters.

However, since the dream

flows out from these heroes or dreamers, the fiction s in
turn funnel back into t hem to give them t heir more complet e
appearances.

In Tod's case,

there is the suggest ion early

in the novel that he is a "complex" character in the
traditional sense:

•

•

•

His large, sprawling body, his slow blue

eyes and sloppy grin made him seem complet ely
without talent, almost doltish in fact.
Yes, despit e his appearance, he was really
a very complicated young man with a whole set
of personalities, one inside the other like a
nest of Chinese boxes.

(West 260)

Despite this evocative image of many personalities, Tod is
never de veloped in such an expansive manner.

On ly

the

fictional dream, of which Tod is the creator, resembles this
"nest of Chinese boxes."

West's novels are peopled with

characters who have masks or composi te faces and who do not
live but act .

It is a paradox th�t these extremes seem

horribly real precisely because there are no normal people
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in these half-worlds; within t he texts there is

no

s tandard

with which to dismiss the characters as simple grotesques or
aberrations.
The actions or situations in the

novels

are struct ured

in an episodic manner, similar to the way events occur in
dreams.

In Balso

Snell,

West's pastiche of co nv en ti onal

dream novels, the dreamer encounters characters whose
stories make up the essence of the novel .

These episodes

are obvious attacks on rel igion and art, with Balso
concluding that each of the authors is in search of an
audience.

After the dream becomes a sexual fantasy, the

story ends with Balso's "wet dream."
As obvious and iconoclastic as Bal so Snell is in its
presentation of the dream as fiction, it is important in its
depiction of t he dream quest.

West's two important novels,

as well as A Cool Mil l ion, are al so quests, but the former
two are sublime and wel l-crafted structurings
as fiction.
episodic

of

the dream

Al though Miss L onel y h e a r t s is more d el i berately

t han any of the other novel s, its chapters are so

tightl y constructed that they form intricate pieces
larger quest
images"
in

Miss

of

the novel's

�ay be

an

apt

Lonelyhearts,

hero.

action

metaphor of

"

a

of

Eliot's Pheap of broken

but t he hero's quest unites the

in each of West 's

episodic structure

the

description of t he individual cha pters

individual elements of this closed
The

of

dreamworld
novels,

(Malin 6).

l ike the linear,

Miss Lonelyhearts, also ev o k es

heap of bro k en images."

In fact, the

the
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individual eve nt s in Balso Snell are so broken--so extreme
and satirically heavy--that any possibility of an inte nded
point to the story is l ost.

Although Randall Reid

goes too

far in suggesting in The Fiction of Nathanael West t hat t he
author substitutes the graphic arts for language, his
general comments about t he distinctive images in Miss
Lonelyhearts are important:

•

•

•

When he (West) remarked t hat he originally

conceived of Miss Lonelyhearts as a novel
in t he form of a cartoon strip, he was not,
of course, being cute.

The conception was

serious, and much of it shows in the final
version of Miss Lonelyheart s.

His images,

like those in cartoons, have a way of
detaching themselves from t he t ex t.

(8-9)

Again, Reid's point is nonsensical inasmuch as

Miss

or drawings,

Lonelyhearts was never published with pictures

but his observation is important in t hat it notes t he
For t he most

distinctiveness of the image s within t he text .

part, nightmarish acts of violence are the controlling
images of the fictional dreams.

Miss Lonelyhearts makes

this association lat e in that novel when he returns to the
cit y from an idyllic vacation in the country t o find that
"crowds of people moved through the street with a dream-like
violence."

This, and ot her actual instances of violence

the novel, echo

a

scene

from

Miss

Lonelyhearts

'

nightmare

in
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early in the story.

In his dream he and some college

friends buy a lamb to sacrifice to God "before barbecuing
it ."

Miss Lonelyhearts gives the lamb a

flesh wound with

his first, inaccurate, strike, then breaks the knife on t he
stone altar as the animal slips away.

As "the scene

appeared to gather itself for some new violence," the failed
priest and his assistant s dash to a meadow.

Miss

Lonelyhearts, however, must kill the suffering lamb:
After some time had passed, Miss Lonelyhearts
begged them t o go back and put the lamb out
of its misery.

They refused t o go.

He went

back alone and found it under a bush.

He

crushed its head with a stone and left the
carcass to t he flies that swarmed around the
bloody alt ar flowers.

(West 77-78)

This character's dream within t he fictional dream shows the
inherent violence connected with the story's vision of
religion.

After t he hero gradually succumbs to the ugly

reality spelled out in the letters from t he sufferers, he
sees himself as

a

saviour, but his religious beliefs are

intertwined with hysteria and violence.

For example, he

hangs a figure of Christ, without a cross, on the wall, but
it is only ''calmly decorative' '; Miss Lonelyhearts wanted the
figure to writhe on the wall.

Later scenes dramatize the

hero ' s own twisted feelings t oward t he sufferers.

Miss

Lonelyhearts participates in a drunken interrogat ion of an
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old man and finishes the scene by twisting the old man's
arm:
He was twisting the arm of all the sick and
miserable, broken and betrayed, inarticulate
and impotent.

He was twisting the arms of·

Desperate, Broken-hearted,

Sick-of-it-all,

Disillusioned-with-tubercular-husband.
The old man began to scream.

Somebody

hit Miss Lonelyhearts from behind with a
chair.

(West 88)

Images of sexual violence are even more prevele nt in
the novel than those of religion.

Afte r being carried home

from t he violent e pisode with the old man in the bar, Miss
Lonelyhearts seeks a cure for his "icy fat" heart.

Alcohol,

food, and exercise fa il to warm him, so he rests in a park
in the shadow of a Mexican War ob�lisk.

He is frightened

when the stone's shadow lengthens in "rapid jerks. "
Finally , the monument "seemed red and swollen in the dying
sun, as though it were a bout to spout a load of granite
s eed.''

This image le ads Miss Lonelyhearts to consider sex

with Mary Shrike, the feature e ditor's wife, as the solution
to his dilemma.

He wants to sleep with Mary but realizes

that even sex finally cannot change him.

"Like a dead man,

only friction could make him warm or violence make him
mobile."

After his ' 'date" with Mary, Miss Lonelyhearts t ears her
clothes off outside of the Shrikes' apartment.

She consents

to this while dispassionately reciting a litany of facts
about her l ife to avoid arousing the suspicion of her
husband inside.

Mary escapes t he attack, but the

combination of violence and indifference in this scene
echoes both t he many references to rape and al so, in Mary's
unexpected response, the dream-l ike quality of all t he
e pisodes in the novel.
Although t he half-world of A Cool Million is torn by a
heavy�handed approach t o political fears, the novel's
relentless violence is similar t o that of West's two more
effective novels.

Subtitled "The Dismantling of Lemuel

Pitkin, " A Cool Million is an episodic account of t he
physical destruction of the hero.

In a matter-of-fact style

Lemuel l oses his t eeth, an eye, his scalp, a leg, and
finally his life as he is assassinat ed by a member of a
fringe political group.

Violent death as a conclusion to a

novel is familiar in West.

Miss Lonelyhearts ends with the

murdered hero and his at tacker, Peter Doyle, rolling
together "part of t he way down t he stairs. "

In the final

chapter of The � .£!. the Locust , Homer Simpson stomps a
child to death and is last seen being lifted in the air and
pulled down into a rioting crowd that is hungry for revenge.
In his thorough explication of these texts, Malin holds
that narcissism is the underlying psychological axiom in
each of the novels.

He sees the "closed dreamworlds, '' each
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centered around a hero, as t he necessary structures of t his
narcissism.

Therefore, according to Malin, the novels'

endings, including Balso's wet dream, "rehearse the flight
into sleep, dreams, the womb of self" (4-5) .
However, Malin's emphasis on narcissism neglects many
specifics of the dreamworlds, reducing their importance, and
in turn he puts t oo much emphasis on t he main characters.
His reading slips int o one of the pitfalls which comes with
analyzing West's fiction, t hat of grouping t he four novels
under one banner and suggesting that they are finally
duplications of the same idea.

Malin's view limits t he

half-worlds to a single psychological t ype or mere
extensions of a hero's mental state.

There is no doubt that

t he fictional dreams each flow from a central charact er, but
t he dreamworlds are finally more complicated t han one man's
delusions.
The novels deal with wasteland t hemes t hat seem urgent
and realistic because they are the focal point of the
sharply focused half-worlds; t here is

no

softening fantasy

or balancing realism to t emper the presentation of these
t hemes.

Through dreams, West approaches man's quest for

meaning, belief, and redemption among the broken images of
dead landscapes.

Chapter Three

Separate from the dream as fiction are the distinctions
of t he dream as illusion and t he dream as hope.

Both of t he

latter categories deal with man's ordering dreams, or t he
devices he uses t o attempt to bring life t o what is
otherwise a dead world.

The notion of the dream as

illusion, however, refers t o the great lies which appear to
be achievable dreams but instead only perpetuate the
wasteland.

In Balso Snell, t he dreams of religion and art

are portrayed as illusions.

Balso's journey, which begins

in the anus of the Trojan Horse and ends with a wet dream,
is made up of a series of episodes that stresses the
futility of man's spiritual and aesthetic aspirations.
Carrying on the dominating excremental vision, the
first chapter includes Balso's fear of meeting a creation of
his imagination, the Phoenix Excrementi:
And he had good cause t o tremble, for the
Phoenix Excrementi eat t hemselves, digest
t hemselves, and give birth to t hemselves by
evacuating t heir bowels.

(West 5)

Such excremental images t hroughout t he novel serve t o
reinforce the theme of man rooted in the earth and finally
trapped in his bod y.
surface ob s c e n e l y
treatment of

the

This framework, examples of which

from
dreams

time to time,
of

art

and

underlies

religion

as

the

novel's

illusions.
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A Jewish guide is Balsa 's first contact inside the
horse.

The guide is the first of many storytellers in

search of an audience,

but the scene is more important for

the guide's statement a bout art:
"After all, what is art?

I

agree with George

Moore. Art is not nature, but rather nature
digested.

Art is sublime excrement."

(West

8)
The scene continues with the two characters engaging in a
pretentious discussion of Picasso's statement a bout feet in
nature before Balso escapes.
The dreamer next encounters

a

self-proclaimed "Catholic

mystic, " Maloney the Aeropagite, "who was attempting to
crucify himself with thumb t acks."

Maloney believes that

God dwells in the bodies of those who suffer and is
interested in the saints' love for God's lowliest creatures,
such as vermin.

He tells Balso of his plan to write a

biography of St. Puce,

a

flea who live d in Christ's armpit.

The mockery of religion, specifically Catholic mysteries, is
expanded when Maloney suggests that the "Dove or Paraclete"
fertilized the egg that became St. Puce.
With the trappings of religion thoroughly reduced to
nonsense, the remainder of the novel examines the
relationship between art and copulation.

John Gilson, a

twelve-year-old student, explains the motivation for his
writing after Balso brings up art:
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"What the hell do I care about art!

Do you

know why I wrote that r idiculous story-
because Miss McGeeney, my English teacher,
reads Russian novels and I want to sleep
with her.

But maybe you run a magazine.

Wil l you buy it?

I need money."

(West 23)

Not only does Gilson value his art in relation to "love or
money, " but he also uses "the insanity of Van Gogh and the
adventures of Gauguin as can-openers" in his ef forts to
persuade "literary bitches" to sleep with him.

The use of

cartoon images of the old masters as elements of sexual
foreplay is a prime example of the novel's vision of art.
Balsa's dream also points out that art can be used as a
justification of sexual intercourse.

Balsa meets Miss

McGeeney, who is Gilson's teacher as well as the biographer
of a biographer of a biographer of a biographer.

As

McGeeney lies on the ground with her legs spread, Balso
breaks into an unnecessary seduction speech:
"And for the sake of Art, Mary.
to write

•

•

•

You desire

And you must admit that without

knowing what all the shooting is about, a
sincere artist is badly handicapped.

How can

you portray men if you have never known a
man

• • •

How can you hope to motivate a theft,

a murder, a rape, a suicide, convincingly?"
(West 58-59)
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With religion and art portrayed as absurd illusions, it
seems that copulation may somehow be a redeeming act in the
novel: "The miracle was made manifest.

The Two became One.

The One that is all things and yet no one of them •

•

•

"

However, the release of sexual intercourse is compared to
death, and the novel concludes with a wet dream presented
through military imagery.
Throughout the novels, West's vision of the wasteland
is consistent in its depiction of characters who do not
communicate with each other.

Each of the artists in Balsa

Snell, including the hero, is isolated, in search of an
audience, yet is incapable of communicating his ideas to
others.

Miss McGeeney, for example, is four biographers

removed from

a

legitimate source of biography.

It is

important that Samuel Perkins, the subject of her biography,
is distiguished by his nose:
"Perkins was able to translate the
sensations, sound, sight, taste, and touch,
into that of smell.
in D minor,

He could smell a chord

or distinguish between the

tone-smell of a violin and that of a viola."
(West 35)
Perkins is a grotesque physical specimen rather the artist
McGeeney portrays him as.
look for

m e a n in g

and

In

Balsa Snell, the characters

communication

only

through

the

body.
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The spirit and the imagination are illusions and hold no
redemptive powers.
In Niss Lonelyhearts the dream in question is religion,
but the discussion here goes beyond merely attacking the
foundations of the Catholic church.

The first chapter

introduces Miss Lonelyhearts, who is described as one of the
"priests of twentieth-century America" in his role as an
In the

advice columnist for the New York Post-Dispatch.

column he answers letters from sufferers who are searching
for meaning and order in their lives.

The job was

originally intended as a circulation stunt and was
considered a joke by the newspaper staff, but late in the
novel Miss Lonelyhearts explains that ''the joke began to
escape him":
"He sees that the majority of the letters are
profoundly humble pleas for moral and
spiritual advice, that they are inarticulate
expressions of genuine suffering.

He also

discovers that his correspondents take him
seriously.

For the first time in his life,

he is forced to examine the values by which
he lives.

This examination shows him that he

is the victim of the joke and not its
perpetrator."
This illusion of a
leads Miss

(West 106)

newspaper

Lonclyhcarts

to

columnist

isolation,

as

a modern

insanity,

and

saviour
finally
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his death.

Along the way he makes some poignant

observations a bout the extent of the lie in the wasteland.
While on a date with Mary Shrike, Miss Lonelyhearts
considers the illusion of a popular nightspot, the "El
Gaucho, " and of its corresponding empty dreams:
Guitars,

bright shawls, exotic foods,

outlandish costumes--all these things were
part of the business of dreams.

He had

learned not to laugh at the advertisements
offering to teach writing, cartooning,
engineering, to add inches to the bicep and
to develop the bust.

He should therefore

realize that the people who came to El
Gaucho were the same as those who wanted to
write and live the life of an artist, wanted
to be an engineer and wear leather puttees,
wanted to develop a grip that would impress
the boss, wanted to cushion Raoul's head on
their swollen breasts.

They were the same

people as those who wrote to Miss Lonely
hearts for help.

(West 93-94)

After his unsuccessful attempt to forget the sufferers
by escaping to t he country with Betty, Miss Lonelyhearts
offers an explanation for the modern wasteland where dreams
are empty illusions:
Men

havb

always

fought their

misery

with
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dreams.

Although dreams were once powerful,

they have been made puerile by the movies,
radio and newspapers.

Among the many

betrayals this was the worst.
The thing that made his share in it
particul arly bad was that he was capable of
dreaming the Christ dream.

(West 115)

Although Miss Lonelyhearts desperately wants to give meaning
to his role, to make the Christ dream real for the
sufferers, he is held back by his own inability to believe
fully in Christ.

The hero makes this point in trying to

convince himself not to call Fay Doyle: "If he could only
believe in Christ, then adulte ry would be a sin, then
everything would be simple and the letters extremely easy to
answer."

The readers, the sufferers, are doubly lost then:

modern organized religions are characterized by "'goat and
adding machine' rituals, " while their columnist/saviour
cannot completel y dream the Christ dream.
The idea of dream as illusion is given a specific voice
in Shrike, who conceived the ''Miss Lonelyhearts" column and
whose persistent mockery of the Christ dream is an obstacle
for Miss Lonelyhearts.

When the hero is physically sick for

a week after having sex with Mrs. Doyle,

Shrike visits him

and details several dreams of escape before pointing out the
illusion of each one.

After Shrike has mocked the soil, the

South Seas, Hedonism, art, suicide, and drugs as possible
escapes from the wasteland, he says,

"God

alone is our only
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escape."

However, Shrike immediately deflates the Christ

dream when he refers to it as "the First Church of Christ
Dentist, where He is worshipped as Preventer of Decay."

His

letter, dictated for Miss Lonelyhearts to Christ, "the Miss
Lonelyhearts of Miss Lonelyhearts,11 completes his
destruction of all dreams.

Shrike, connected to "the dead

Pan," is hollow and the most complete wasteland character in
the novel; he can see the modern dream as illusion, yet he
sells these illusions to the mass of suffering men while
mocking their viable dreams.
A Cool Million, West's least successful novel, is
centered on the illusion of the American dream.

However,

the consequences of the dream as illusion are explored here
as well.

Whereas Miss Lonelyhearts left the mass of

sufferers grasping at the illusions and trapped by the
Shrikes of the wasteland, A Cool Million quickly exposes the
emptiness of the American dream and then turns to the
bitterness of the victims of the lie.

The theme of a

revenge-minded mo b foreshadows the horrors of The � of the
Locust, where the story is more deftly handled.
The former novel, written in a deliberately hackneyed
style, begins with a premise which is similar to that of the
Horatio Alger stories:

Lemuel Pitkin, the all-American boy,

must go out into the world and make a fortune to save his
mother and their farm.

Propped by the illusion of the

American dream, courtesy of former president " Shagpole"
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Whipple, Lemuel wears the trappings of the ill usion l ike a
suit of bel ls, and "the dismantling" begins.
As Lemuel is swindled on his train ride to the city and
subsequently sent to prison, it i s apparent that onl y con
men and thieves benefit from the il l usion of the American
dream.

The naive hero is robbed after an act of bravery and

l ater unknowingl y pl ays a part in an il l egal scheme, whil e
his chil dhood friend Betty unwill ingly plays

a

part in

another il l usion as a prostitute in Wu Fa ng's brothel.

This

merchant packages sex as dreams of countries:
Each one of the female inmates of Wu Fang's
establishment had a tiny two-room suite for
her own use, furnished and decorated in the
style of the country from which she came.
Thus, Marie, the French girl, had an
apartment that was Directoire.

Celeste's

rooms (there were two French girls because of
their traditional popularity) were Louis the
Fourteenth; she being the fatter of the two.
(West 169)
While Betty satisfies the illusions of Wu Fa ng's customers,
Lemuel finds that his home has been repossessed and that it
is now displayed in the window of " ASA GOLDSTEIN, LTD.,
Colonial Exteriors and Interiors. "
dream is supposed to

The American success

3uarantee rewards

honest boys like Lemuel,

but in

for

exposing

hard-working,

the

essential lie
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of this dream t he novel states t hat only the dishonest st and
t o gain from such an illusion.
Underlying this heavy-handed vision of t he effect of
the American dream on one person are t he nameless, bitt er
people who have found that the success dream is an illusion
and who want to strike back against the lie.

"Shagpole"

Whipple offers these disgruntled Americans another illusion
when he outlines his t heory of a foreign conspiracy that is
not allowing deserving citizens like Lemuel to achieve t he
success promised by the American dream.

Whipple orders t he

anger of the mob under t he banner of "the National
Revolutionary Party," which is sim ply an American fascist
movement.

On the verge of controlling the country,

Whip ple's "Leather Shirts" gain a martyr when Lemuel is
assassinated by one of the shadow y foreign figures in the
novel who constitute the conspiracy that Whipple perceives.
At the novel's conclusion, Lemuel's birthday is
celebrated as a national holiday.

His murder is used by the

fascists as a sym bol of all t hat was wrong with America
before they t ook control.

An inabilit y to communicate is

characteristic of t he wasteland, but A Cool Hillian reveals
that the communication of extreme illusions is
horrible possibilit y.

a

more

Finally, t he American dream is not

only destructive in itself, but it can breed far more
dangerous illusions, such as American fascism.
The treat ment of t he dream as illusion in The � .£1
t he Locust is similar to t hat of A Cool Million, but whereas
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the latter novel appears contrived and propagandistic in
exposing the essential lie of the success dream and its
consequences, the former does not have the same problems
because the great illusion of Hollywood provides an easily
recognizable framework.
References to the controlling illusions of the film
world are made throughout the novel.

In the first chapter

Tod Hackett hears "a great din" outside his office at the
film studio:
An army of cavalry and foot was passing.
It moved like a mob; its lines broken, as
though fleeing from some terrible defeat.
The dolmans of the hussars, the heavy shakos
of the guards, Hanoverian light horse, with
their flat leather caps and flowing red
plumes, were all jumbled together in bobbing
disorder •
•

•

•

•

•

a little fat man

•

•

•

darted around the

corner of the building in pursuit of the
army.
" Stage Nine - you bastards - Stage Nine!"
he screamed through a small megaphone.
(West 259-260)
With such illusions necessary for film-making as a
background, the novel explores both the specific illusions
of individual characters as well as the tension between
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these named characters, "the cheaters," and the nameless
members of the crowds, "the cheated. "
Tod, Claude Estee, and Harry and Faye Greener are the
major representatives of ''the cheaters."

Tod sees himself

and the others as the creators or actors who present the
filmed illusions which ''the cheated" embrace as meaningful
dreams.

After toiling at unfulfulling jobs all their lives,

these people "come to California to die," but first they
expect some excitement, a fulfillment of the Hollywood
illusions, as a just reward for their disappointing lives:
Once there, they discover that sunshine
isn't e nough.

They get tired of oranges,

even of avocado pears and passion fruit.
Nothing happens.

They don't know what to do

with their time.

They haven't the mental

equipment for leisure, the money nor the
physical equipment for pleasure.

(West 411)

Newspapers and fil ms had "fed them on lynchings, murder, sex
crimes, explosions, wrecks, love nests, fires, miracles,
revolutions, wars. "

Having become "sophisticates," these

people long for plane crashes, but "nothing can ever be
violent enough to make taut t heir slack minds and bodies. "
At Harry Greener's funeral, Tod notices that these people
entertain themselves in such a goulish fashion while waiting
for movie stars
charact er i zed by

to

visit

t :1 e i r

the

ce8etery.

d cs) 2 rate

1onsin3

"
The
::·: n cl

"
c11eated

are

11tcrrih1 c"
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bitterness which result from their real ization that their
dreams are actually illusions.
Tod, who sees himself as a combination of artist and
prophet "of doom and destruction, " studies "the cheated" for
a set of lithographs cal led "The Dancers" and for his
painting, "The Burning of Los Angeles. "

In the lithographs,

the Greeners and other performers
change with each plate, but the group of
uneasy people who formed their audience
remained the same.

They stood staring at the

performers in just the way that they stared
at the masqueraders on Vine Street.

It was

their stare that drove Abe and the others to
spin crazily and leap into the air with
twisted backs like hooked trout.

(West 264)

"The Burning of Los Angeles" shows Faye, Harry,
Claude, and Tod running from a rioting mo b.

Homer,

Tod sees this

apocalyptic nature of ''the cheated" when he realizes that
they have accepted the illusions of religious cults which
teach mystical nonsense along with an emphasis on impending
doom.

While drawing some of these worshippers in a

Hollywood church, Tod realizes how
Alessandro Magnasco woul d dramatize the
contrast between their drained-out, feeble
bodies and their wild, disordered minds
He would paint their fury with respect,

•

•

•
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appreciating its awful, anarchic power and
aware that they had it in them to destroy
civilization.

(West 365-366)

Tod is not only the artist who details the closing
circle of ''the cheated" around the dream merchants, but he
also participates in the novel's other forms of dream as
illusion.

The illusions inside of the mob's circle are

focused on Faye Greener, a beautiful, enticing blonde and an
aspiring actress.

She has worked as an extra but that she

has no extraordinary stage talents is made clear when Tod
notes that "she was an actress who had learned from bad
models in a bad school, " and that in a filn he has seen "she
had only one line to speak •

•

•

and spoke it badly. ''

Like the

other illusions of Hollywood, where nothing is what it seems
to be, Faye is both essentially empty and potentially
destructive:
Her invitation wasn't to pleasure, but to
struggle, hard and sharp, closer to murder
than love.

If you threw yourself on her, it

would be like throwing yourself from the
parapet of a skyscraper.
with a scream.
again.

You would do it

You couldn't expect to rise

Your teeth would be driven into your

skull like nails into a pine board and your
back would be broken.

You wouldn't even have

time to sweat or close your eyes.

(West 271)
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Although Tod recognizes the danger symbolized b y her "sword
like legs," he lusts for Faye: " If she would only let him,
he would be glad to throw himself, no matter what the cost."
In addition, Faye has dreams of her own which she uses
to pass the time.

These dreams, or stories, are familiar

plots that do not gain added flavor in her imitations.
Looking to make some quick money, Faye explains her process
of thumbing through her mind's deck of dreams each day and
suggests that Tod "write them up" to sell to the studios.
Tod believe s that Faye can almost see that her dreams are
illusions:
While she ad mitted that her method was too
mechanical for the best results and that it
was better to slip into a dream naturally,
she said that any dream was better than no
dream and beggars couldn't be choosers.

She

hadn't exactly said this, but he was able to
understand it from what she did say.

He

thought it important that she smiled while
telling him, not with embarrassment, but
critically.

However, her critical powers

ended there.
mechanics.

She only laughed at the
(West 3 17)

Faye is a sexual illusion for all of the male
characters in the novel.

Host

of them, includ inz To d, Earle

Shoop, and Miguel, openly lust for her.

The ex c eption is
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Homer Simpson, whose "only defense was chastity •
couldn't shed it even in thought.
destroyed. "

•

•

He

If he did, he would be

It is ironic that Homer becomes involved in a

relationship with the illusion of Faye because, although he
has come to California from t he Midwest like " t he cheated"
individuals, he seems to have no dreams to fulfill.

Homer's

platonic, fatherly relationship with Faye fits wit h his
overall inhuman appearance.

He is described as "one of

Picasso's great sterile athletes" and·as "a badly made
automaton," while his hands are grotesquely animated.

This

contrast suggests suppressed dreams, which if allowed t o
surface " would b e like dropping a spark into a barn full of
hay. "
Mi guel and Earle brin g t he violent sexual fire into
Homer's life when Faye invites them t o live in t he garage.
The Mexican's fighting cocks and t heir ravaged hen symbolize
t he ugliness an d violence that Homer associates with sex.
When all of the novel's principal characters gather at
Homer's house for a cock fight and a part y, his fears are
realized as the beautiful illusion of Faye leads to a fight
in his living room.

His brief dream and life are finally

shattered when he finds Faye in bed wit h Miguel.
The illusions in t he novel are united when Homer, wit h
his protective chastit y having been mentally violated,
erupt s in
his

a

rage

after the child-actor

hopeless cal c

ston:;s

Adore

to

by

ceath

throwing
be:J:ore

a
a

stone

nearby

Adore Loomis breaks
at

his

face.

Homer

Lollyuoocl-prcr�licrc
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crowd, which is made up of " the cheated, " riots and crushes
him.

Tod, physically injured and apparently insane as he

witnesses the spectacle of Homer and the crowd, is left
imitating an ambulance siren at the end of the novel.

While

the overall illusion of Hollywood contributes to the crowd's
violence at the premiere, it is Homer's shattered dream of
Faye that drives him to kill Adore.

The illusion of Faye is

indirectly responsible for inciting the crowd.
The dream as illusion is the dominant theme in West's
fiction.

The consequences of such great lies are a sterile

bitterness and finally, destruction--the essential
characteristics of his vision of the modern wasteland.

Chapter Four

The dream as hope in West's fiction involves any
possi bility of a new order that will give life and meaning
to the wasteland and offer an e scape from the half-worlds.
However, the half-worlds, by design, include few normal
people and situations ; therefore no simple redemption or
obvious dream as hope is offered in any of the novels.

Just

as West pointed out that normal people would " tear '' the
half-worlds, likewise any central dream as hope would blunt
the intentionally nightmarish quality of the novels. The
texts do contain hints, however, of possible redemption.
These instances of the dream as hope are not as fully
realized as the novels' great lies, but meaning and orde r
are suggested.
In most cases, communication and a clear vision of the
wasteland, both found in art, mark the in stances of the
dream as hope.

Alth ough Balso Snell mocks art as an

ordering dre am both in terms of its content and its overall
inconoclastic tone, at one point art rises above immature
parody.

John "Raskolnikov" Gilson's " crime journal" seems

intended as a parody of Fyodor Dostoevsky's Crime and
Punishment, yet the account of the killer's motivations, of
his murder of the idiot,

and

of his subsequent actions

ends

up as a respectful echo of the great Russian novel ( Light
6 1) .

There is the suggestion that art can

indeed

function
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as an ordering dream and that it can give meaning to what
otherwise seem to be a bsurd acts of violence.
In Miss Lonelyhearts, the hero recognizes that the
wasteland of sufferers he sees can be redeemed only b y a
powerful dream.

There is no creator in the novel to make

t he once-meaningful dreams, such as the Chri st dream,
significant again,

but Miss Lonelyhearts offers his own

vision of hope, as me ager as it may b e:
Man has a tropism for order.
pocket, change in another.
t uned G D A E .

Keys in one
Mandolins are

The physical world has a

tropism for disorder, entropy
to mix with chan ge.
out of tune.

•

•

•

Keys yearn

Mandolins strive to get

Every order has within it the

germ of destruction .

All order Ls doomed,

yet the batt le is worth while.

(We st 104)

This last sentence is t he mo s t direct statement of hope in
any of We st's novels, suggestin g as it does t he strug gles of
creatin g art an d communicating meaning.

Miss Lonelyhearts

also points to art as a dream of hope after hearing some of
his friends discuss raping female writers:
At college, and perhaps for a year
afterwards, they had believed in literature,
had believed in Beaut y and in p ersonal
expression

as

an

lost t h is b e l i e f ,

a b s o l ut e en d .
they

lost

Wh e n

they

everything .
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(West 83)
Even thou gh he is faced with the overwhelming burden of
the suf ferers, Miss Lonelyhearts doe s not lo se the belief
that he must find an answer to the questions posed by his
readers.

He is not able to create this an swer, or a dream

as hope, but realizes that art can provide a way out of the
wa steland .

Mis s Lonel yheart s struggle s , in a sense, "to

make a name for himself."

This character is re ferred to

only by the name given to the new spaper ' s circulation stunt,
and he has lost himself both in the role and in his efforts
to dream the Chri st dream.

He seeks to g ive m e aning to the

role, to him self, and to his world throu ghout the novel.
Althoug h he finally cannot create thi s order, he has the
necessary clear vision, or the a bility to see throug h th e
illusions.

Early in the story Miss Lonelyhearts reco gniz e s

that Betty's mechanical efforts to shape her world are
meaningless.
Then he rememb ered Betty.

She had often m a d e

him feel that when she str aightened his tie,
she straightened much more.

And he had on c e

thought that if her world were lar g er,

were

the world, she might order it as fin all y
the object s on her dre s sin g ta ble •
•

•

•

•

as

•

Her world was not the worl d a n d c o u l d

never include the readers of hi s c o l u m n .
sureness was based on the power

to

l imi t

Her
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experience arbitrarily.

Moreover , his

confusion was signif icant, while her order
was not.

(West 79)

Later after Miss Lonelyhearts returns to the city from the
brief escape to the countr y with Betty, he affirms his
belief in the significance of his role.
When they reached the Bronx slums , Miss
Lonelyhearts knew that Betty had failed to
cure him and that he had beeri right when he
had said that he could never forget the
letters.

He felt better, knowin g this,

because he had begun to think himself a faker
and a fool.

(West 115)

The fact that Miss Lonelyhearts wants to be authentic and
not a "faker" like most of the other characters is a
testimony of his d esire to redeem the world.

The

limitations of the half -world sm�ther all but the slightest
hints of the dream as hope.
Tod Hackett sees even more clearly and is able to shape
the world more coherently than Miss Lonelyhearts because he
is an artist.

His paintings and o bservations a bout "the

cheated " give order and reason to their actions, unl i ke the
general tone of comic despair in A Cool Million, where there
are no artists and therefore little hope.
In The D a y of the Locust Tod not only communicates ,
through his art , the consequences of the Holl ywood dream as
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illusion, but he also provides a clear vision of t he
illusions t hemselves and at t empts t o rem a ke the world t hat
he sees.

Tod refuses to pretend that a rubber horse in

Claude Estee's pool is

a

real horse, and when ot her part y

g uests state the same, Mrs . Schwartzen comments : "You're
just like t hat mean Hr. Hacket t .
my illusions '' (W e st 274) .
illusions of his o wn,

You won't let me cherish

In Faye, Tod realizes that he has

but unlike ot hers in their fascination

wit h the beauty, he sketches her many t imes in an attempt to
g ive su bst ance to the illusion.
In t he novel's final scene Tod's role as a redemptive
artist becomes apparent.

After his leg is injured b y t he

rioting mob, he "thinks clearly" about " The Burning of Los
Angeles, " his painting t hat foreshad ows t he concludin g
chaos.

In thinking about the painting Tod seems to step out

of t he riot and begins to finish his work.
He had almost forgot t en bot h his leg and his
pred icament , and to make his e scape still
more com plete he stood on a chair and worked
at t he flam es in an upper corner of t he
canvas, mo deling t he t ongues of fire so t hat
they licked even more avidly at a corinthian
column t hat held up t he palmleaf roof of a
nut burger st and.
He had finished one f larne and was st art ing
on another when he was brought back by
someone shouting in his ear.

(West 420)
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Through art, Tod can "almost" escape t he violence of t he
wasteland.

However , as with any instance of the dr eam as

hope in West 's fiction, t he hor rible r eality of illusions in
the wastelan d must finally r emain dominant.
The d r eam as hope is a minor aspect in each of the f our
novels, yet such sug gestions pr ovide t ension in r elation to
the per vasive d r eam as illusion.

These distinctions of t he

dream, along with t he dr eam as fiction, are impor t ant to any
analysis of West's f iction.
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